
 

 

 
 

 

THE VIKING LOOM  
22 HIGH PETERGATE 

YORK YO1 7EH 
TEL/FAX +44 (0)1904 620587 

E-mail vikingloom@vikingloom.co.uk 
Web www.vikingloom.co.uk 

 

 

 

MAKING UP AND REPAIRS COSTS 
Prices correct as of October 2015 

FRAMING 
CROSS STITCH 

Unglazed £ £21.85* per linear metre 
Glazed £24.00* per linear metre 

 

TAPESTRY 
We recommend that all tapestry is stretched prior to framing.   

This improves the overall look of the work and evens out any shape distortion. 
Please note that the frames we use are unable to accommodate glass when framing tapestry. 

Unglazed - £21.85* per linear metre  
Stretching prior to framing - £9.50 (up to 18” Larger sizes by quotation) 

 

CUSHION MAKING UP 
We recommend that all tapestry is stretched prior to making up.   

This improves the overall look of the work and evens out any shape distortion 

 
Up to 15” - £34.00 + stretching 
Up to 16” - £35.50 + stretching 
Up to 18” - £36.10+ stretching 

 
If you require braid/cord trimming, you will need to provide your own. The cost for hand stitching this on is £12.  If 
you prefer, your cushion can be self piped at no extra cost.  Please provide your own backing fabric.   We have a 

limited choice of backing fabric we can provide at a cost of £8.00 per cushion. 
The cost of a black, white, beige or navy zip is included in the cost.  If you require a different colour, please 

provide your own. 

 

BELL PULL MAKING UP  
We recommend that all tapestry is stretched prior to framing.   

This improves the overall look of the work and evens out any shape distortion 

£29.40 + stretching 
You will need to provide your own fabric and flanged braid/cord.   

 

STRETCHING SERVICES 
£9.50 (up to 18”) 

Larger sizes by quotation. 
 

JEWELLERY REPAIRS  
Restringing of beads and clasp replacement 

Labour charged at £12.50* plus cost of materials (clasp, wires etc) 
Beadwork repairs 

Labour charge at £20* plus cost of materials (clasp, wires etc) 
*these prices are for basic repairs/stringing.  For more intricate work the cost will be higher 

 
If you are not local to York, we are able to accept jobs by post.  We recommend you use a recorded delivery.  We 
will return your items to you by a recorded delivery to ensure they arrive safely (extra charge for this service). 

http://www.vikingloom.co.uk/

